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AGENDA

D E A R f riends,
especially IN Amsterdam
Wanted! Housing
— a lot , a whole lot —
for international guests,
mostlty anarchists, grassroots activists, anti-state
communists.
In the weekend of 15,16,
and 17 November there will be
an international gathering in
the Balie in Amsterdam. The
gathering is called Global
Uprisings, and the program
is below, but is subject to
change:
www.globaluprisings.org/
global-uprisings-eventbalie-amsterdam
In addition to the program
at the Balie, there will be
an additional program with
many events at various social
centers around Amsterdam,
including the Vondelbunker,
Binnenpret, Joe's Garage,
Vrankrijk, etc.
The Foundation for Democracy and Media has covered
the housing expenses for 50
invited guests from Tunisia,
Egypt, Chile, Turkey, Brazil,
the US, Palestine, Greece and
much more for 2-3 nights.
But many people will be
coming to Europe for the
first time, or will be leaving their home country for
the first time, and some of
the activists are coming
early and staying longer.
And it looks like many other
anarchists, autonomists,
activists will be coming to
Amsterdam to attend the gathering and to meet each other.

Hotels and youth hostels are
very expensive in Amsterdam
and there is an urgent need
for solidarity housing.
So... who can and wants to
house people in the days, before, during and/or after the
event? Offer your help!
Send an email to:
globaluprisings@riseup.net
In your email, let us know
the following: your name,
mobile number, the address of
the housing, how many people
you can house, which languages you and/or your housemates
speak, how many days you can
house people for and specifically which days. Only one
day is great too! Also let us
know how many mattresses you
have, or whether it is just
floor/sofa space.

PS: you can write the email
address in English or Dutch,
but preferably English because then everyone reading
the emails can answer.
This is being organized by
people from globaluprisings.
org, in collaboration with
Anarchist Group of Amsterdam,
Joe's Garage, Vondelbunker,
Binnenpret, Vrankrijk and
others.
there will be an event in
OCCII on THURSDAY 14 and
MONDAY 18 November

H ardc O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O ore / p un k
This is not a collective. These are a bunch
of individuals deeply involved in its scene
who independently organize DIY hardcore/
punk shows, from Buzzcocks to Infest;
from 77-punk to fast 80ties hardcore with
some side steps to crust/powerviolence/
trash-metal/garage punk and post-punk.
Although it is not a collective, there is
some collaboration between each other and
help and support are offered when needed.
Some organize under a name for example
gummopunx/adrenalin addiction and some
without, every person with its own love for
hardcore/punk. They organize shows for bands
they like or with whom they share a connection.
Obscure, upcoming, touring or local, big
or small …it doesn’t matter. This is not
work, it’s a passion and it’s non-profit.
—Bianca (adrenalin addiction)
more known

Some of the
bands that have been
hosted:

Subhumans(uk)
Scream(us)
Government
Warning(us)
Zyanose(jp)
Tragedy(us)
Career
Suicide(can)
Night Birds(us)
Ratos de Parao(br)
MDC (us)
The Restarts(uk)
Direct
Control(us)
Varukers(uk)
Limp Wrist(us)
Crazy Spirit(us)
Hard Skin(uk)
and many more awesome
bands which are really
worth a listen!

U-p-c-o-m-i-n-g

s-h-o-w-s
at O-C-C-I-I

19 Dec. PUNK!
w/ Generacion Suicida (us) + Dictadura (es)
+ Gewoon Fucking Raggen (nl) + Bad Idea (nl)
04 Feb. PUNK!
w/ Autistic Youth (us) + Brat Pack (nl)
+ Weekend Love (nl) + more tbc
17 May POST-PUNK!
w/ Pleasure Leftist (us) + more tbc
23 May HC/PUNK!
w/ Condominium (us) + more tbc
Onafhankelijk
Cultureel Centrum In It
Amstelveenseweg 134 , 1075 XL Amsterdam,
info@occii.org, www.occii.org
2013, the monthly OCCII issues form a stage
for the venue network and its fantastic
agenda. Collect the monthly issues to
join them to a year book — Collecting
issues <<<<<<<<<<(<)<! Contributions and
editing by volunteers. Printed with Kaboem
Amsterdam. OCCII is supported by Stadsdeel
Zuid Amsterdam. Thank you all!

Fri, 01.11 / Doors 21:00 / €6
MKM! presents

GONDOLIERS (US) +YOU AND ME AND THE COFFIN(IT)
+BELCHSINGERSONGRINDER GONDOLIERS ‘re from
Boston, USA. Our current band is a 3-piece guitar, keys,

Johann Kauth, print maker based in Antwerp, Belgium,
shows recent work in the Smoke Gallery (upstairs of OCCII)
from the 13th of October until the end of November 2013.

drums, vocals, noise-weird rock. Our drummer is the twin
brother of Brian Gibson of Lightning Bolt so he has it in
his blood to destroy ears. BELCHSINGERSONGGRINDER: Oneman
high energy song and noiseunit: Drums with feet, guitar as
you know it and vocals, tapelooping, homebrew electronic
crazyness. Active since 2000. Irregular self-release of
records, tapes, cdrs.
SAT, 02.11 / Doors 23:00 - 04:00 / €7
SPELLBOUND presents

Queer
Underground Dance Party !
performance: KRAUSE +DJ’s Trashling +Martijn +Kaseta +Toon +DortArt
+Lynx +VJs: AlexEtJeremy House, Techno, Wave, Electro, Disco, Dub…
MON, 04.11 / Doors 20:30 / €8
SubbaCultcha! presents

FÖLLAKZOID
prounounced foll-ack-zoid (CL) & EAGULLS ...while
still paying homage to classical punk (UK) FÖLLAKZOID is a chilean based
cosmic music band. A few lucky folks have been able to catch
the band’s European shows. The shows received high accolades
as some of the most thrilling and visceral performances ever.
EAGULLS: Drawing from a wide variety of influences, they
manage to create something new.
WED, 06.11 / Doors 20:30 / €6
HC/PUNK! presents

BOOM
BOOM KID (AR) DEAD MOUSE WALKING
+ DJ MALLE VENT BOOM BOOM KID lumpen rock n roll sunshine.

A double tape box with live sets of FRAK and HEATSICK,
recorded at OCCII on the 21st of September 2012,
will be available at CLUB 4 REEL on the 29th of November!

from cha-cha-cha panolandia he used to be the sinner-singer
of the unfamous band called Fun People. boom boom kid so
catch this cat in the next tour near to your door before
he change his name again!!! Dead Mouse Walking is eclectic
and like cold fire. A mixture of Dutch ‘to-the-pointness’,
and a Southern leisurely feel. This results in challeging
songs; sometimes easy listening, sometimes not.

SAT, 09.11 / Doors 21:00 / €6
Open Series and WTF! Saturday present

LOVERS

CHEATERS

(Portland–USA)
(EN/NL)
DJ Jenny Woolworth +DJ Yes, Chef! +DJ Incredibad Lovers: craft

intimate female sexuality evolution infinite process.
intimacy empowerment modern atmosphere honesty new
feminist humor rhythmic complexity CHEATERS: eclectic
electronics energetic indie. Dance party!

FRI, 22.11 / Doors 21:00 / €6
GAG: Flemish Evening presents

FRI, 15.11 / Doors 21:00 / €7
HC/PUNK! presents

IRON
LUNG(US) GRINDING HALT(NL) BLOOD I BLEED(NL)
IRON LUNG powerviolence act influenced hardcore punk and
grindcore. formed in Reno [...] GRINDING HALT: loud fourpiece Groningen 2005 various sub genres are today. BLOOD I
BLEED brengt je de grind. All the way from friesland.
SAT, 16.11 / Doors 21:00 / €8
REBEL UP! Soundclash present

Sublime Frequencies Film/DJ set by HISHAM MAYET
+Cinema Soloriens MARSHALL ALLEN, JAMES HARRAR
ROGIER
SMAL & Friends & REBEL UP! DJs
Sublime Frequencies in North and West Africa:

The films of Hisham Mayet = 1 x film + clips + talk
Cinema Soloriens Feat. MARSHALL ALLEN (Sun Ra Arkestra)
20th Anniversary Celebration: 2 x set 30 min.
Sublime Frequencies film + q/a: 21:30–23:00
Cinema Soloriens: 23:00–00:30, RU!
Afterparty: 00:30–04:00
DON, 21.11 / Doors 20:30 / €6
MKM! presents

THE
LITTLE FLIPPING BIRD BAND
Laura Toxværd: Saxophones, Peter Jacquemyn: Bass & Voice,

P.O. Jørgens: Dums & Percussion

+John Dikeman: saxophones

drummer and multipercussionist who also build his own
instruments. Have recorded more than 50 cd’s over the
years with musicians such as David Thomas (Pere Ubu),
Evan Parker, Peter Brötzmann (The Wild Mans Band), Mats
Gustafsson (The Wild Mans Band & Torden Kvartetten) ,
John Tchicai, Pat Thomas (Sweethearts in a Drugstore),
Mikolaj Trzaska (Volume), Herb Robrtson (Mokuto),
Fred Lonberg Holm, Johannes Bauer, Axel Dörner, Irene
Schweitzer, Per Åke Holmlander and many more.

+MORE T.B.A.

Laura Toxvaerd (b. 1977) is a Danish alto saxophonist
and composer. So far she has released three albums as a
band leader: Laura Toxvaerd No. 1(ILK 127), Do Drugs (ILK
168) and Phone Book (ILK190CD). P.O. Jørgens (aka Peter
Ole Jørgensen / Pere Oliver Jørgens) born 1958: Creative

KOBALT (Antwerp) +ONDINE
+ INTERESTING TELEVISION PROGRAMS Noise-Wave
+ DJ Rutger Muller				from Antwerp

GAG: An event that combines new and upcoming local bands
with alternative and exciting international acts and DJ's.
Musical style varies: House, shoegaze, postpunk, mathrock,
neofolk, indie etc. check out www.facebook.com/gaggroup for
the latest line up. KOBALT: (Antwerp):"Best new artrock
band from Antwerp" (Rifraf) ONDINE: “Strong ideas, coupled
to a contagious drive and songs to build cities on. Be like
us and let yourselves be blown away by this promising band”
(Cuttingedge.be) INTERESTING TELEVISION PROGRAMS: "NoiseWave from Antwerp, we can't wait for their debut album out
November 16" (indiestyle.be) DJ: Rutger Muller (http://www.
rutgermuller.nl/) everything between house and indie
SAT, 23.11 / Doors 22:00—03:00 / €6

atomnation labelnight

Intimate label showcase with local young talents
perfoming live. Style: electronica, techno, ambient.
www.atomnation.net
SUN, 24.11 / Doors 20:30 / €7
KNEKELHUIS present

WINDHAND psych-doom (US) PILGRIM Metal Blade Records (US)
DRESDEN/LENINGRAD
record release show, Relapse Records (USA)
doom doom hooky and anthemic glorious misfit offspring
crushingly slow heavy refreshingly beautiful heavy doom
metal doom blend chest-caving heaviness doomed oiled

THU, 28 / Doors 20:30 / €8
IN OK/OUT KO! presents
a UNIQUE & EXCLUSIVE holland date:

“FAIRY TALES FROM YAWIQUO”
with SAX RUINS vs. RUINS alone vs. ONO RYOKO jazz math
						core myth (japan)
+UZ JSME DOMA freak prog punk legend (czech)
:::::::::::::::::::::::: Minimum 2 hours of AVANT PROG JAZZ PUNK FREAK ROCK ::::::::::::::::::::::
+ FIST FUCK PRODUXION super8 crazy rocknroll short films
			projection (france)
the
curious night fever
::::::::::::::(curated by MadameMacario):::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

SAX RUINS: Formed by Tatsuya Yoshida (drums) and Ono
Ryoko (alto Sax) to perform Ruins’s songs.
ONO RYOKO is actively working as an improvisational
musician in Nagoya, Japan. She also plays in jazz,
rock, funk, rhythm & blues and hip hop bands, as well
as working as a studio musician. TATSUYA YOSHIDA is one
of the most innovative drummer/composer/improviser.
He crafts a new, complex and concentrated style,
incorporating the expressiveness of prog rock, the
freedom of jazz and the energy of punk with Sax Ruins.
Už jsme doma je progresivní česká rocková kapela. Už Jsme
Doma, (pronounced oosh-smeh-dough-ma), is a progressive
rock band from Czech Republic.
FRI, 29.11 / Doors 22:00 / €7
club4reel present

VEILED (DE) +ROBERT BERGMAN (NL) +DJs SNOID,
FOOM & KNEX (MAx Noi Mach & Arnau Of Ozonokids label)
SAT, 30.11 / Doors 21:00 / €7
HC/PUNK! present

THE RESTARTS (UK) + BUITEN GEBRUIK (NL)
+DE FATWA’S (NL) = punk | punker | punkst
Onafhankelijk
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